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IDEAS: Later on that Day . . . 
Read Dawdle Duckling by Toni Buzzeo aloud.  At the end, ask 
students to guess whether they think Dawdle will ever dawdle again. 
Before reading the sequel, ask students to predict how a dawdling 
character like Dawdle Duckling will perform in the game of hide-
and-go-seek.  Will he hurry off to hide?  Will he always be spotted 
by Mama? Will he win the game?  If students are excited about 
creating their own sequel, allow them to do so in small groups or as a 
class before you read Ready or Not, Dawdle Duckling aloud. Remind 
them to use details and to be sure that their message is CLEAR 
AND INTERESTING. 
 
ORGANIZATION: Success at Last! 
Discuss the difference between the two Pattern of Three story 
structures.  After the first reading of the book, ask students how 
many times Dawdle Duckling tried and failed before he finally 
succeeded.  Now ask them to imagine that instead of the ‘Try-and- 
Fail, Try-and-Fail, Try-and-Fail, Succeed’ pattern, this story had the 
‘Try-and-Fail, Try-and-Fail, Try-and-Succeed’ pattern of Little Loon 
and Papa. How would they have to alter the story to fit that 
pattern? 
 
 

VOICE: I Think I Can 
An important feature of Dawdle’s personality is his optimism and 
cheerfulness.  Ask students to point out places where that trait 
shines through in what he says and does.  Now ask them to imagine 
what he might say and do if he were pessimistic and less cheery. 
 
SENTENCE FLUENCY: He Said, She Said 
Before reading the story aloud, introduce students to the repeated 
phrases in the story and invite them to chime in whenever one 
occurs. Ask them to notice that most of these sentences are 
dialogue. What effect does removing the quotation marks and 
summarizing in third person have on enjoyment of the story? 
 
WORD CHOICE: What We Say When We Play 
Many children’s games have colorful phrases to accompany them. 
Ask students which two phrases Hide-and-Seek uses. Find them in 
the story. Now ask them to brainstorm colorful phrases other 
games, such as Red Rover and Tag, use. 
 
CONVENTIONS: He Says, She Says 
Much of the story of Ready or Not, Dawdle Duckling is told through 
dialogue. Review with your students the definition of dialogue and 
then focus on the special punctuation—quotation marks—that tells 
the reader that characters in the story are speaking to each other. 
Make a chart that lists the five characters who speak in the story. 
Beneath each character, record each of the pieces of dialogue 
spoken by that character. Be sure to use quotation marks around 
each sentence! 
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